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Appeal
Dear Comrades,
WE are launching an ambitious appeal to members and supporters to raise funds for our work in
Southern Africa.
It is there that the global re-awakening of the workers’ socialist movement is most concentrated
and advanced, and where material resources are most needed if the movement is to make the
progress which it can and should make.
The Workers Revolutionary Party in Namibia has won a position where all oppressed and exploited
groups in the country turn to it for help in their struggles.
This is possible because of the party’s thoroughgoing understanding of the role the South-West
African People’s Organisation (SWAPO) government plays as a caretaker for imperialism, based
on corrupt rule by a narrow tribal leadership imposed in a deal between the Soviet Union and
various imperialist powers in the early 1990s. This regime is both a mockery of democracy and a
copy-book example of milking public assets in collusion with imperialist financial interests.
The heart of the WRP(N)’s work is among the country’s miners. The Party’s leadership has worked
closely over many years with the TCL miners in their campaign to get back the pensions stolen
from them when the company which employed them was liquidated. It has united with the most
advanced leaders of the current mine-workers with the aim of making their union (Mineworkers
Union of Namibia - MUN) an effective and class-conscious weapon of the country’s working class.
Meanwhile, the WRP collaborates with other present and former miners and smelter workers
campaigning to protect their homes threatened by financial chicanery by former mine-owners in
cahoots with the government and in pursuing claims against their employers for work-related
illnesses.
The WRP(N) also stands four-square with:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Railway workers trying to track down the theft of state property;
Road workers protesting against bullying, malpractice and neglect of health and safety by their
foreign employers contracted to develop the country’s road network;
Fishery workers on the Atlantic coast who have been on prolonged strike against diminishing
wages, overwork and dangerous conditions. From being the best-paid workers in the country,
they have become among the lowest-paid, while government-sponsored corruption lets
foreign businesses ransack the rich fisheries around Walvis Bay;
Home-owners defending their homes against collusion between crooked lawyers and
financiers who try to dispossess them;
Young people demanding access to homes;
Small farmers protecting their traditional lands against seizure by business interests;
Ethnic groups who suffered under German colonial rule seeking access to the compensation
pocketed by SWAPO ministers;
Bushmen too now have a WRP(N) member among their leaders.

•
•

Former soldiers seeking access to their pensions, also stolen by SWAPO ministers;
Former Peoples Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) fighters seeking acknowledgment of and
compensation for the deaths and other sufferings inflicted on them by the SWAPO leaders
during liberation.

The WRP(N) won two parliamentary seats in the 2014 elections, but is denied the official
resources which should accompany this electoral success. The party has had to spend a good
deal of time fighting off a state-inspired sham “breakaway” which seriously impeded its work.
Nevertheless it held a very successful second congress in 2015 and is now developing a network
of branches and conducting a serious programme of theoretical education in Marxism for the new
forces coming into the leadership of the Party.
And the WRP is now in touch with the United Front established by the National Union of
Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) and is preparing to collaborate in its work.

A decisive political break in South Africa
NUMSA launched the United Front initiative in connection with the decisive break with Stalinism in
which it is engaged. NUMSA has correctly declared the South African Communist Party (SACP)
and the ruling African National Congress (ANC) to be bourgeois parties and called for a Movement
for Socialism to build a Marxist workers’ party.
What they have established is a genuine United Front bringing community groups together with
trade unions led by the working class. Its purpose is to stand up for real working class
communities in the context of extreme inequality, exploitation of workers, unemployment
(especially among young people) and mass poverty.
NUMSA’s aim in building the United Front (and a Marxist workers’ party) is to transform the
National Democratic Revolution of 1994 (which left the working class out of the picture and
maintained the imperialist exploitation of South Africa intact) into a socialist revolution led by the
working class.
The United Front has appealed directly to Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth
International for political, practical and material assistance in standing United Front candidates in
South Africa’s local elections on 3 August.
We are sure these developments inspire and encourage our sympathisers and supporters as they
do us. We have a target of £5,000 and very little time. Please give generously.

How you can donate
1. Use the button on the top right hand corner of the workersinternational.info home page marked
'donate', making clear that your donation is for the Southern Africa Appeal.
2. To transfer from your bank account, send donations to:
Unity trust Bank
Account: The Correspondence Society
sort
: 60 - 83 - 01
account: 20059400
3. or send cheques made out to Correspondence and marked on the back “Southern Africa
Appeal”
to : PO Box 68375, London , E7 7DT, UK.
Yours in solidarity,
Bob Archer

